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Abstract: As of today, bioinformatics is one of the most exciting fields of scientific research.
There is a wide-ranging list of challenging problems to face, i.e., pairwise and multiple
alignments, motif detection/discrimination/classification, phylogenetic tree reconstruction, protein
secondary and tertiary structure prediction, protein function prediction, DNA microarray analysis,
gene regulation/regulatory networks, just to mention a few, and an army of researchers, coming
from several scientific backgrounds, focus their efforts on developing models to properly address
these problems. In this paper, we aim to briefly review some of the huge amount of machine learning
methods, developed in the last two decades, suited for the analysis of gene microarray data that
have a strong impact on molecular biology. In particular, we focus on the wide-ranging list of data
clustering and visualization techniques able to find homogeneous data groupings, and also provide
the possibility to discover its connections in terms of structure, function and evolution.
Keywords: clustering; data visualization; gene expression data; data mining

1. Introduction
Since the dawn of the new millennium, all science fields have experienced an impressive increase
in available data, not only in terms of quantity but also in terms of quality and sharing, thus calling
for new theories, techniques and tools to enable scientists and information stakeholders to properly
exploit the oceans of distributed and diverse data in knowledge extraction.
There are two primary elements to this shift: on the one side, in biology, astrophysics,
social sciences, and in several other fields, traditional interactive information analysis and information
visualization techniques have proven to be far insufficient to deal with data sets defined by enormous
quantities and complexity (very high dimensionality, i.e., number of features). Second, the concurrent
assessment of hundreds of features may reveal earlier unidentified patterns leading to a greater
comprehension of the fundamental process dynamics and trends. Therefore, the field of Knowledge
Discovery in Databases or KDD [1] is becoming of crucial significance not only in its traditional arena
but also as an additional instrument for nearly all study areas.
Specific information mining techniques for model identification and analysis [2] are at the heart of
the method. In biology, researchers have been effective in cataloging genes through DNA sequencing
initiatives and can now produce large amounts of information on gene expression using microarrays.
Microarrays of gene expression, the growth of which began in the second quarter of the 1990s,
have a strong effect on molecular biology. Indeed, while the capacity to determine a single gene
expression is not new, the capacity to assess the expression of all DNA in an individual at once is the
latest development and leads to fresh techniques of diagnosis and therapy for several kinds of illnesses.
It is also becoming progressively apparent, however, that merely producing the data is not sufficient
and extracting the appropriate information is far from trivial.
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Over the past two decades, a great deal of jobs have concentrated on developing machine learning
approaches suitable for dna information assessment [3–6].
Clustering is one of the main instruments for analyzing genetic data [7]. The nature of the problem
makes scientists consider clustering as an instrument not only to find coherent and consistent groupings
in data, but also to relate to one another the elements of structure, functions and development.
Many findings in experimental biology first occur as an image of an organism, cells, or microarray
scans. As the amount of these outcomes accelerates, it becomes essential to automatically extract
features and significance from those images.
Naïve 2D or 3D visualizations alone at the other end of the information pipeline are insufficient
to explore genetical data. Biologists need visual instruments that promote the exploration of
high-dimensional information based on many parameters. Data visualization is fundamental for
extracting helpful information from big amounts of raw data. The human eye and brain together
constitute an amazing model recognition tool, but for them to function, the data must be presented in
a low-dimensional space, commonly two or three dimensions. Even a very simple association may
appear very vague when the information is displayed in tabular type, but visual testing often makes it
very easy to see. Visualization in bioinformatics needs a lot of research efforts for developing tools that
enable to tackle the challenges of the present and future genomics and proteomics. These arguments
motivate the content of the paper which provides a review of the recent developments in two specific
data mining research directions, namely, clustering and visualization of data, in the perspective of
genetic applications.
1.1. A Biological Introduction: Microarray Gene Expression Technology
Biologists can now acquire a a pattern of gene expression equivalent to the reaction of the organism
to a specific experimental situation. The technique of microarray offers a way for simultaneous
identification of the expression of several (or the whole set) of genes of an organism at any fixed
time instant [8], generating models of gene activity that retain dynamic information about a cell
function. This information is crucial if complicated cell relationships are to be investigated. They also
have very significant applications in pharmaceutical and clinical studies, in addition to the huge
science contents of microarrays in the basic study of expressions, regulations and interactions of genes.
The cDNA microarray [9,10] oligonucleotide arrays are the two main kinds of microarray studies.
Despite variations in the details of their experimental protocols, three prevalent fundamental processes
are involved in both kinds of tests: [11]:
Chip manufacture: A microarray is a tiny chip (produced of chemically covered glass, nylon mesh,
or silicon) on which tens of thousands of molecules (samples) of DNA are connected in set grids.
Target preparation, labeling, and hybridization: Usually, two samples of mRNA (i.e., test and
control samples) are backward transcribed into cDNA (targets), marked with either fluorescent
or radioactive isotopics, and then hybridized with the samples on the chip surface.
The scanning process: To read the signal intensity emitted from the marked and hybridized targtes,
chips are scanned.
In general, both cDNA microarrays and oligonucleotide arrays experiments evaluate the amount
of expressions for each DNA sequence by the signal intensity proportion between the test and control
samples, so that the data sets generated from both techniques contain the same biological information
content [12].
Microarray Experimental Data
A microarray experiment typically assesses a large number of DNA sequences (genes, cDNA
clones, or expressed sequence tags [ESTs]) under multiple conditions. These conditions may be a
time series during a biological process (e.g., the yeast cell cycle) or a collection of different tissue
samples (e.g., normal versus cancerous tissues). From now on, we will refer to gene expression
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data without making a distinction among DNA sequences, which will uniformly be called “genes”.
In the same way, we will refer to all kinds of experimental conditions as “samples”. A gene
expression data set from a microarray experiment can be represented by a real-valued expression
matrix M = { aij |1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, where the rows form the expression patterns of genes, the
columns represent the expression profiles of samples, and each cell aij is the measured expression
level of gene i in sample j. The original gene expression matrix obtained from a scanning process
contains noise, missing values, and systematic variations arising from the experimental procedure.
Data preprocessing is indispensable before any cluster analysis can be performed. Some problems of
data preprocessing have themselves become interesting research topics. Those questions are beyond
the scope of this paper; however, the interested reader may refer to [13,14] for an examination of the
problem of missing value estimation and to [15,16] for addressing the problem of data normalization
or data compression (e.g., compressive sensing) [17,18].
In literature, there is a huge number of available gene expression data sets, aimed at different
biological and medical goals, the most of which are publicly available for experimenting with. In the
following, a description of a brief list of usefeul data sets (see Table 1 for a summary) for assessing the
suitability and the effectiveness of various clustering, visualization and, in general, machine learning
techniques. The interested reader may refer to [19] for more extensive references.
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

ALLAML [20] contains two classes of samples, namely ALL and AML, each of 47 and 25 samples,
respectively, for an overall number of 72 samples. Each sample is formed by 7129 gene
expression values.
LEUKEMIA [20] contains in total 72 samples in two classes: acute lymphoblastic and acute
myeloid corresponding to 7129 genes.
CLL SUB 111 [21] dataset has gene expressions from high density oligonucleotide arrays
containing genetically and clinically distinct subgroups of B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia
(B-CLL). The dataset consists of 11,340 gene expression levels, 111 instances and three classes.
GLIOMA [22] contains in total 50 samples in four classes: cancer glioblastomas, non-cancer
glioblastomas, cancer oligodendrogliomas and non-cancer oligodendrogliomas, which have 14,
14, 7, 15 samples, respectively. Each sample is formed by 12,625 genes.
LUNG [23] contains in total 203 samples in five classes, adenocarcinomas, squamous cell lung
carcinomas, pulmonary carcinoids, small-cell lung carcinomas and normal lung, with 139, 21, 20,
6, 17 samples, respectively.
LUNG DISCRETE [24] contains 73 samples in seven classes where each sample consists of
325 gene expressions.
DLBCL [25] is a modified version of the original DLBCL dataset. It consists of 96 samples in nine
classes, where each sample is defined by the expression of 4026 genes.
CARCINOM [26] contains 174 samples in 11 classes, prostate, bladder/ureter, breast, colorectal,
gastroesophagus, kidney, liver, ovary, pancreas, lung adenocarcinomas and lung squamous
cell carcinoma.
Table 1. Gene expression Datasets Description.

ALLAML
LEUKEMIA
CLL_SUB_111
GLIOMA
LUNG_C
LUNG_D
DLBCL
CAR

Size

# of Features

# of Classes

72
72
111
50
203
73
96
174

7129
7070
11,340
4434
3312
325
4026
9182

2
2
3
4
5
7
9
11
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2. Clustering for Microarray Gene Expression Data
In the last few years, the scientific community has witnessed the proliferation of a large number
of machine learning techniques [27] and, in particular, of clustering methods [12] for applications to
bioinformatics. Each clustering technique shows some interesting features and all together share the
same aspect: none of them is the “best” clustering algorithm for all type of data. Thus, it is necessary
to orient oneself in this jungle of clustering methodologies. With this aim, we give an overview of
“the state of the art” in the field of clustering algorithms in bioinformatics stressing the potentialities
and the deficiencies of each method, and highlighting the needs that must be satisfied by novel
clustering methods.
As we learn from many clustering books, the clustering activity can be synthetically described
as the art of finding the groups in data. In other words, the primary thrust of clustering is to arrange
a collection of data into a small number of groups (clusters) so that the elements that are similar
become allocated to the same group. The elements (patterns) that are quite distant should be placed
into separate categories. The “distance” function measures the level of similarity; the smaller the
distance between two samples, the greater the level of their similararity. There are literally hundreds
of clustering techniques well reported in the literature and presented with benchmarks thoroughly
chosen. Obviously, they all can not be discussed and their main benefits and disadvantages contrasted.
Nevertheless, three particular kinds of clustering algorithms can be identified: those based on
an effort to discover the appropriate partitioning in a defined number of clusters, those based on a
hierarchical effort to discover clusters composition, and those based on a probabilistic template for the
fundamental cluster structures. In the next three parts, we address each of these in turn.
2.1. Partitive Clustering Algorithms
In this form of clustering [28], the aim is to find a partition in a data set that groups the samples
into K non-overlapping sets such that all samples belonging to the same set are as “similar” as possible,
that is, given the set of N data points S = {t1 , t2 , . . . , t N }, with ti ∈ RD , for i = 1, 2, . . . , N, the algorithm
task is to find K clusters C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , CK } such that each data point ti is assigned to a cluster
Ck . An appropriate objective function, such as minimizing the distance between each point and the
centroid vi ∈ RD , of the cluster to which it is assigned, captures similarity. Very often, a sum of
variance criterion of the following form
K

J=

N

K

N

∑ ∑ uijm kt j − vi k2 = ∑ ∑ uijm d2ij

i =1 j =1

(1)

i =1 j =1

is adopted, where dij is any distance measure, e.g., Euclidean distance. The partition matrix U = [uij ]
is used to store all results of clustering (partitioning) the points into clusters. The partition matrix
meets the following requirements, depending on whether we are interested in set-oriented or fuzzy
set-oriented partitioning:
•
•

K
for set-oriented clustering, uij ∈ {0, 1}, 0 < ∑ N
j=1 uij < N, for i = 1, 2, . . . , K, ∑i =1 uij = 1,
for j = 1, 2, . . . , N,
for fuzzy-oriented clustering, we get uij ∈ [0, 1] with the same two requirements as stated above.

The above requirements suppose an intuitive and simple interpretation:
•
•

each cluster is nonempty;
each point belongs exactly to one cluster (set-oriented clustering) or might belong to more
than one cluster simultaneously, i.e., the sum of its membership values for all clusters is 1
(fuzzy set-oriented clustering).
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The optimization is carried out through an iterative process in which the objective is to calculate
the prototypes (vi ) and update the partition matrix (U) on the basis of the minimized objective function,
J, first-order conditions. The entire process will be ended when a stopping condition is met.
K-means algorithm [29] is a typical partitive clustering technique. Given an a priori fixed value
of K, K-means divides the data set into K disjoint clusters which minimize the objective function of
Equation (1), where m = 1 and uij ∈ {0, 1}. K-means algorithm is simple and fast, converging in just a
few iteration steps.
Unfortunately, when used as a gene-based clustering algorithm, it exhibits several shortcomings.
To begin with, in a collection of gene expressions, the number of gene groupings is generally unknown
beforehand. Users generally perform the algorithms several times, each time with a different value for
K, and compare the clustering outcomes to find the optimum cluster number.
This comprehensive fine-tuning procedure may not be practical for a gene expression data set
containing thousands of genes. Moreover, gene expression data typically involve an enormous quantity
of noise; nonetheless, K-means forces each gene into a cluster that can lead the algorithm to be noise
prone [30,31].
In the past, several clustering algorithms [31–33] were suggested to solve the disadvantages of
the K-means algorithm. These techniques certain global parameters to regulate the performance of
the resulting clusters (e.g., the maximum radius of a cluster and/or the minimum distance between
clusters), therefore clustering consists of extracting only the adequate clusters from the data set. In so
doing, the number of clusters can be determined automatically and samples not belonging to any
adequate cluster are considered outliers. However, the quality of each cluster in gene data may differ
extensively. Thus, choosing suitable global constraining parameters is often a challenging issue.
2.2. Hierarchical Clustering
The primary characteristic of hierarchical techniques is that they gradually combine points
or separate superclusters. Indeed, on these grounds, we can recognize two diverse kinds of
hierarchical techniques: agglomerative and divisive. In the following discussion, we focus mainly
on the agglomerative strategy. The rationale is to begin with a number of clusters corresponding
exactly to the cardinality of a data set, and then by merging continuously to reduce their number. Let us
assume that the set of data points S consists of N samples, S = {t1 , t2 , . . . , t N } ⊂ RD . Notwithstanding
their variety, any hierarchical clustering technique is conceptually the same and can be defined in a
concise manner as follows: begin with N clusters by assigning each sample to a distinct cluster and
continue with this original cluster setup by combining the nearest clusters. Namely, if H and T are the
identified two closest clusters, consider a new cluster { H, T } and decrease by one the total number
of clusters. The whole procedure repeats until a minimal number of the clusters has been reached.
The result of these steps is a partition hierarchy of the data points. Despite the ease of the strategy,
defining how to compute a distance between a pair of clusters in not immediate. Among the number
of alternatives to choose from, the three most common policy employed in practice are [34–36]:
•
•
•

single linkage method: The closeness between H and T is calculated on the basis of the minimum
distance between the samples that belong to the respective clusters.
complete linkage method: The closeness between H and T is calculated as the distance between
the most two distant samples, one from each cluster.
average linkage method: The closeness between H and T is calculated as the average of all the
distances between pairs of samples, one from each cluster. The criterion considers all possible
pairs of distances between samples in the clusters, and is thus far more accurate and resistant
to outliers.

The computational burden depends on the size of the data. More importantly, significant memory
demands exist as the consecutive outcomes (clusters) must be maintained at each stage of the technique.
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Unlike partition-based clustering, which tries to straightly decompose a data set into a collection
of disjoint groups, hierarchical clustering produces a hierarchical sequence of nested groups that can
be graphically depicted by a tree called a dendrogram. A dendrogram’s branches not only keeps track
of the clusters’ development, but also shows the cluster closeness. One can get a given number of
clusters by cutting the dendrogram at a desired level.
An important important application of an agglomerative strategy to microarray data are the
Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) [37], where the authors conceived a
technique of representing the clustered data set graphically. In particular, each cell of the matrix of gene
expression is colored based on the measured fluorescence ratio and the matrix rows are reordered based
on the structure of the hierarchical dendrogram and a rule for the node ordering. Once the clustering
procedure is performed, a colored table, i.e., an image of the clusters, represents the initial gene
expression matrix where big adjacent color patches reflect clusters of genes that share an analogous
pattern of expressions over multiple conditions. The method described in [37] was much favored by
many biologists and has become a popular tool in gene expression data analysis [25,37–39]. Although
some effective variant was proposed as, for instance, in dynamic agglomerative clustering [40],
standard agglomerative approaches are, however, not sufficiently robust [41], meaning that even
little perturbations in the data set could significantly alter the hierarchical dendrogram structure.
Furthermore, hierarchical policies have high-computational costs; indeed, the cost of a standard
agglomerative hierarchical procedure is O( N 2 logN ) [42].
2.3. Model-Based Clustering
In this framework [43–46], a statistical basis is provided to model the cluster structure of gene
expression data and it is assumed that the data come from a multivariate finite mixture model of the
general form
K

f (t) =

∑ πk f k (t; θk ),

(2)

k =1

where f k are the component distributions, πk and θk are the component probabilities (the probability
that an observation belongs to the kth component) and the component parameters, respectively.
Roughly speaking, the general procedure is as follows: given a data set S = {t1 , t2 , . . . , t N }, determine
how many clusters K one wants to fit to the data, choose parametric models for each of these K clusters
(for example, multivariate Normal distributions in which the mean, µk , and the covariance, Σk , are the
parameters), and eventually employ an EM (Expectation Maximization) [47] scheme for determining,
from data, parameters and probabilities for each component. When EM convergence occurs, a sample
is assigned to the component having maximum conditional probability.
Gene expression data are typically extremely related, so there may be cases where there is a
strong correlation between a single gene and two distinct clusters. Thus, model-based clustering
probabilistic nature is especially appropriate for gene expression data. Model-based clustering,
however, assumes that your data fits a given distribution, even though, often, this assumption does
not hold. Modeling gene expression data are a continuing endeavor by many scientists, and there is
presently no well-established model of representation. For instance, Yeung et al. [46] studied several
data transformation used in practice to assess, among a number of gene expression data sets, the level
to which the data fits a multivariate Gaussian model. The authors ascertained that in all cases there
is a poor fit with the Gaussina model and there is no uniform rule to suggest a transformation that
would best improve this fit.
2.4. Other Approaches
Other several clustering approaches have been proposed. Some approaches are used not only for
clustering but also for data projection and visualization. We can list the following approaches:
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Self Organizing Maps. The k-means method is a well-known centroid approach. A neural
variation that allows samples to influence the location of neighboring clusters is known as the
self-organizing map (SOM) or Kohonen map [48]. Such maps, usually a 2D rectangular grid of
neurons, are particularly valuable for describing the relationships between clusters. The neurons
of the neural network are all connected with their own reference vector, and each data point is
mapped to the neuron with the closest reference vector. During the training steps, each data point
directs the movement of the reference vectors towards the denser areas of the input vector space,
so that those reference vectors are trained to fit the distributions of the input data set. When the
training is complete, clusters are identified by mapping all data points to the output neurons.
SOM was applied to gene expression data in [41] with good results over the k-means approach,
nonetheless it requires an a priori clusters number and lattice structure of the neural network.
Graph-Theoretical Clustering. Graph-theoretical clustering techniques are explicitly presented
in terms of a graph, thus converting the problem of clustering a data set into such graph theoretical
problems as finding minimum cut or maximal cliques in the proximity graph G. In [49], the CLuster
Identification via Connectivity Kernels (CLICK) was proposed. CLICK tries to discover highly
connected components in the proximity graph as clusters. In [49], the authors applied their
CLICK clustering method to public gene expression data demonstrating better quality in terms of
homogeneity and separation compared with other methods.
In [50], both a theoretical algorithm and a practical heuristic called CAST (Cluster Affinity
Search Technique) is presented. CAST takes as input a real, symmetric, N × N similarity matrix
Sim(Sim(i, j) ∈ [0, 1]) and an affinity threshold e. CAST alternates between adding high affinity
samples to a given cluster and removing low affinity samples from it. CAST does not require the
number of clusters and is effective in handling outliers. Nevertheless, for CAST, it is difficult to
determine a proper value for the global parameter e.
Density-Based Hierarchical Approaches. In [51], a density-based, hierarchical clustering method
(DHC) was proposed in order to identify the co-expressed gene groups from gene expression
data. As the name suggests, DHC combines both the the model-based and hierarchical clustering
approaches. DHC is effective in detecting the co-expressed genes (which have relatively higher
density) from noise (which have relatively lower density), and thus is robust in the noisy
environment. However, DHC is not efficient from the computational complexity point of view
and exhibits the typical difficulty to determine the appropriate value of its parameters. A different
approach, called NEC, was defined in [52]. The authors argued that most of clustering algorithms
proposed in the literature were based on the Euclidean metric, even though Euclidean metric is
often limited and inadequate. NEC is a clustering method accomplished in two steps, where a
Probabilistic Principal Surfaces approach (i.e., a density-based modelling) [2] is firstly used to
find an initial rough clusterization (with a large number of clusters), and, secondly, it begins an
agglomeration phase on the basis of specific non-Euclidean metric defined in terms of Fisher’s and
Negentropy information. The computational burden of NEC is limited due to Fisher information
and Negentropy, thus the technique can efficiently and effectively be applied to gene expression
data [53,54] and, with some generalization, to other kinds of data [55].
Biclustering. Biclustering [56,57], also named subspace clustering, aims at finding a subgroup of
genes with similar expressions belonging to a subset of samples. Rows, or genes, and columns,
or samples, of a gene expression matrix are clustered simultaneously. The rationale in using
biclustering is that, among the large number of genes, only a subset contributes to the target in
which a researcher is interested in, while the remaining ones might mask the role of relevant
genes in pursuing that target. Furthermore, it has been argued that coexpressed genes might
behave independently.
Multi-objective evolutionary clustering algorithms. A very recent trend in clustering gene
expression data tries to overcome two main deficiencies in clustering techniques when facing with
different molecular data sets, namely, (i) the impossibility to discriminate among the importance
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of features during the cluster formation; indeed, different features could have, and frequently
do actually have, different effects on clustering, and (ii) the lack of multiple internal evaluation
functions. To this end, in [19], a multiobjective framework has been proposed in order to gain
robustness when facing several and different molecular data; to this end, the authors select five
diverse group validity indices as multiobjective functions simultaneously optimized, in order to
properly seize multiple characteristics of the evolving agglomerations.
3. Visualization Techniques for Microarray Gene Expression Data
When coping with a large amount of data, visualization is essential for developing good models.
Scientists and decision makers need visualization facilities that help explore very high-dimensional
data to extract useful information from it [2]. Many algorithms for data visualization have been
proposed by both neural computing and statistics communities, most of which are based on a projection
of the data onto a two- or three-dimensional visualization space. We briefly review some of these
advanced visualization techniques [58], and show an integrated environment, fully based on PPS,
for visualizing high dimensional biomedical data in a 3D space. Finally, we will see how the NEC
framework provides some nice visualization plots based on its dendrogram.
3.1. Visualization Methods: A Brief Review
•

•

•

•

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [59]. A well established linear projection technique is used
to map data from higher to lower dimensional spaces. PCA linearly transforms data, preserving
as much as possible its variance.
Probabilistic PCA [60]. The lack of a generative model in PCA gives no means to interpret its
error function in a principled way. Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis (PPCA) was
introduced to enhance PCA, i.e., turning PCA into a generative model by using a latent variable
approach. PPCA consists of a Gaussian mixture model where each component has a diagonal
covariance matrix with a single variance parameter for describing the variance in each Gaussian
of the mixture.
Mixture of PPCA [61]. Because PCA describes only a linear data projection, it is a method that is
rather restricted. Using a set of local linear models is one way around this. This is attractive since
each model is easier to comprehend and generally easier to accommodate.
Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [62]. MDS maps data points from an original high dimensional
space to spaces of a lower dimension, likewise several other methods, but approaching the
problem differently, i.e., on the basis of the dissimilarities between data points rather than the
points themselves. In particular, MDS tries to find a lower-dimensional representation of the data
preserving the pairwise distances as much as possible. A variant of MDS is the so-called Sammon
mapping [62,63].

PCA, PPCA and mixture of PPCA are appropriate when the data are linear or approximately
piecewise linear. An alternative approach is to use global nonlinear methods such as SOM in fact, due
to its ease and its several plotting choices [48,63,64], it was used for a broad number of applications.
However, SOM also does not provide any probability density function, suffering from other
disadvantages that can be overcome using nonlinear, latent variable models such as the Generative
Topographic Mapping (GTM) [65]. These latter models are able to effectively show the composition
of simple and complex data sets, even though they are less effective when dealing with too complex
data sets.
Even if it is nonlinear, a single two-or three-dimensional projection may be inadequate to catch
all of the information of interest within a data set. For instance, a projection that is capable of better
separating two clusters might not be the one that better reveals the structure within one of those
clusters. Hierarchical models, comprising multiple 2D or 3D visualization spaces, come into play here.
The idea is to display an entire data set at the top-level projection in the hierarchy, where a clustering
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structure is possibly revealed, whereas lower-level projections enable displaying internal structures
within single clusters, i.e., an arrangement of sub-clusters not evident in higher-level projections.
The interested reader may refer to [66,67] for the hierarchical versions of linear latent variable model
and of GTM, respectively.
3.2. Visualization Based on Probabilistic Principal Surfaces
We focus on the visualization capabilities of PPS mentioned earlier when describing NEC
clustering in Section 2.4. PPS is a spherical version of the latent variable model defined in GTM
(for details on latent variable models and GTM, the reader may refer to [65,68], in particular, if the
latent space is chosen to be three-dimensional, then it is possible to construct a spherical manifold
M , on a sphere surface in the R3 latent space, where a set of
uniformly arranging PPS nodes {xm }m
=1
latent basis functions are evenly located on the sphere with a lower density [69]. Indeed, the sphere
gives us a continuous manifold where data can be projected, and it is especially adequate to visualize
high-dimensional data due to its natural tendency for characterizing data sparsity and periphery
particularly at increasing dimensionality (curse of dimensionality). This way, a decision maker is
capable of (a) projecting, visualizing, rotating and manipulating his data on the surface of the sphere;
(b) carrying out deeper analysis by interacting with data and discovering areas of interest on the
sphere; and (c) choosing points of interest, looking at their neighbors, analogous points, and showing
all related information, etc.
After a spherical PPS model is fitted to the data, the data themselves are projected into the latent
space as points onto a sphere. Furthermore, some important information is obtained by drawing the
data density function (i.e., through the responsibilities for each latent variable) with varying intensity
on the spherical manifold [2]. The sphere will comprise areas that are denser than others and this
visual information is easy to see and understand (Figure 1); interestingly, denser areas might suggest
the existence of more clusters, thus requiring further investigations. Given a set of data samples ti ,
i = 1, . . . , N, the latent manifold coordinates x̂i of each data point ti are computed as
x̂i ≡ hx|ti i =

Z

M

xp(x|t)dx =

∑

rmi xm ,

m =1

where rmi are the latent variable responsibilities, defined as
rmi = p(xm |ti ) =

=

p ( ti | x m ) P ( x m )
p ( ti | x m0 ) P ( x m0 )

M
∑m
0=1

p ( ti | x m )
.
p ( ti | x m0 )

M
∑m
0=1

The responsibility rmi corresponds to the posterior probability that that the ith data point was generated
by the mth component. Since kxm k = 1 and ∑m rmi = 1, for i = 1, . . . , N, these coordinates lie within a
unit sphere, i.e., kx̂i k ≤ 1.
Cluster Visualization
Another helpful plot for an information miner is cluster plotting and the data points therein.
All of the plots on the spherical manifold can be viewed readily by moving the globe interactively.
Once a decision maker has a general view of the number of clusters on the globe, he can use this
information to discover the clusters by using agglomerative hierarchical clustering on the Gaussian
centers in the data space. The points for which the corresponding centers are in the same group belong
to the same cluster. The point projections into the latent space are then used to display the groupings
onto the latent sphere [2,54] (see Figure 2). PPS has been used effectively in a number of microarray
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data, such as in a human cancer cell line (HeLa) using cDNA microarrays [53,70], for studying cell
cycle in yeast [13,71].

Figure 1. Latent variable responsibilities onto the spherical latent space. Note how the red areas
correspond to higher density locations.

Figure 2. Visualization of resulting clusters from a hierarchical approach.

4. Conclusions
Among machine learning methods, clustering is one of the most important instruments to study
gene microarray data. However, a plethora of clustering techniques also exists specifically tailored
for gene microarray data, thus making it difficult for a data scientist to effectively choose the best one
for the particular problem at hand. Another effective tool for studying gene microarray data consists
of data visualization techniques, which permit to extract useful information from large quantities
of raw data. Biologists need a visual environment that facilitates exploring high-dimensional data
dependent on many parameters. Indeed, the human eye and brain together constitute an amazing
model recognition tool, but, for them to function, the data must be presented in a low-dimensional
space, commonly two or three dimensions. Even a very simple association may appear very vague
when the information is displayed in tabular type, but visual testing often makes it very easy to see.
Nonetheless, as it emerges from early discussions, molecular data are complex, and it calls for tackling
several sub-problems in order to develop effective tools for data analysis, e.g., effective preprocessing
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techniques for filtering out noise from gene expression data, feature selection methods to find important
features and reduce the very high dimensionality of molecular data. Furthermore, there is a huge
effort by researchers to develop different clustering strategies to make effective their approaches in
a variety of etherogeneous data sets rather than for an ad-hoc case study. Unfortunately, we are still
far from discovering ”The Master Algorithm” [72] able to effectively address whatever problem at
hand and to solve it, and that’s why the literature on the topic is endless. However, some interesting
lines could be drawn. Firstly, from an analytical point of view, one of the main difficulties in analyzing
gene expression data are how to tackle the very high dimension of data sets, which leads to both
the curse of dimensionality issue in addition to making it complex to properly assess the relative
weight of each feature in determining the evolution of clusters. Visualization techniques suffer very
high dimensions because the loss of information when compressing data to two or three dimensions.
While feature selection could aid in reducing the size of parameters, it could be more beneficial to
analyse in a systematical and formal way the dimensionality of data sets by means of techniques
to study the intrinsic dimension of data [73], consisting of dimensionality reduction methods that
aim at projecting the original data set of dimensionality N, without information loss, onto a lower
M-dimensional submanifold. Since the value of M is unknown, techniques that allow knowing in
advance the value of M, called intrinsic dimension estimation, might help.
Secondly, complete framework for data analysis, encompassing preprocessing, feature selection,
clustering and visualization methods might be of a certain amount of help, thus an increasing number
of such works, as described in [74,75] have been proposed in recent years. In more detail, in [74],
a computational method that uses a spatial reference map for inferring the spatial location of cells, in the
context of complex and heterogeneous tissues, is proposed, whereas, in [75], has been developed a
scalable toolkit for analyzing single-cell gene expression data, comprising techniques for preprocessing,
visualization, clustering, trajectory inference, differential expression testing, and simulation of gene
regulatory networks.
Thus, we have stressed on the necessity of clustering and visualization approaches for gene
expression data, combined in a unified framework, also providing a brief review of potential clustering
approaches and visualization techniques among which a biologist might choose for performing his
data analysis tasks.
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